It is with great pleasure that we present the new international guidelines for the clinical care of Turner syndrome (TS) females—published in the current issue of the European Journal of Endocrinology (1). These guidelines are the result of the work of many specialists covering all aspects of the care of TS females throughout the entire life span. They are also due to the input of many involved societies, which has included specialists from the European Society for Endocrinology, Pediatric Endocrine Society, the Endocrine Society, the European Society for Pediatric Endocrinology, European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology, the American Heart Association, the Society for Endocrinology and the European Society of Cardiology. In addition, specialists from yet other professional societies participated in work groups that developed the guidelines consensus statement. We also included patient advocate groups in all these working groups, aiming to include a voice of the TS patients throughout the entire process. Participating delegates thus came from many different backgrounds and this caused the guideline process to be an open, democratic and transparent endeavor, starting with simultaneous initial meetings in Europe and the United States, followed by a joint consensus meeting in Cincinnati, USA, in 2016. After this a writing group put the final document together, with all contributors approving the final guideline manuscript.

We also took a systematic evidence approach to the scientific literature and used the GRADE approach to evaluate four pertinent questions, which were: (1) What is the effect of growth-promoting treatment in TS? (2) What is the probability of achieving viable pregnancy after oocyte donation in TS? (3) What is the effect of blood pressure treatment on clinical outcomes in TS? and (4) What is the best estrogen replacement approach in TS? While we were able to answer the first two questions with reasonable certainty, we did not find enough scientific evidence to precisely answer questions concerning best practice on estrogen replacement in TS. Furthermore, it was clear that almost no research has addressed questions concerning treatment of hypertension (which occurs early and is common in TS). Thus, one of the conclusions of the guideline process is that there is a great need for additional investigation in a variety of areas to further improve the care of TS females.

The guidelines recommendations cover many areas. We discuss diagnosis and genetics, pinpointing what should be called TS and what should not be called TS. We also focus on delayed diagnosis and the frequent occurrence of non-diagnosis, suggesting new avenues for diagnosis. We discuss to include TS in newborn screening programs to avoid long diagnostic odysseys and non-diagnosis. Growth and puberty are key issues of concern, and we present new recommendations for optimal growth-promoting treatment and induction of puberty, when especially the age for pubertal induction is now recommended to be between 11 and 12 years. Concerning fertility, which adults with TS judge as the most important determinant of quality of life, several new recommendations are put forward. Many women with TS are now able to achieve pregnancy after oocyte donation, and the birth of a healthy child, if such a pregnancy is well planned and preceded by a thorough cardiovascular workup. We present detailed cardiovascular recommendations based on a wealth of new data coming from several centers around the world. Our review of the literature elucidated the frequent occurrence of congenital cardiac malformations including some previously described (bicuspid valves and coarctation of the aorta), but has broadened this to include entities like elongated aortic arch, aortic dilation and dilation of the branching arteries. We emphasize that magnetic resonance imaging or other similar techniques should be used much more liberally. We also discuss rigorous treatment of the frequently occurring hypertension, especially during pregnancy. We discuss the transition process from the pediatric to adult
care and propose to strengthen this process. We present recommendations for appropriate care during adulthood while covering all known comorbidities that affect TS individuals. Neurocognitive impairment frequently affects individuals with TS and we present new operational recommendations for neuropsychological care.

We urge the creation of multidisciplinary clinics around the world and stress that TS individuals should be taken care of in such units. This will ensure pervasive care from childhood through adolescence into adulthood. We believe that centers around the world should implement policies to this end.

Have fun reading the guidelines!
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